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Abstract
Although this report deals with the mechanisms of artificially intelligent
rather than intelligence agents, the former is no less a subject of
fascination. My research centred around an algorithm called Training an
Agent Manually via Evaluative Reinforcement (TAMER), which
incorporates human feedback into a reinforcement learning model. I ran
several trials in the Mountain Car environment provided by the OpenAI
gym library, altering the uniform value, credit assignment value, and
budget of each to see which changes returned the best performance for
the agent. Ultimately, lower credit assignment values and uniform
values that are slightly better than those an average human trainer can
provide are most effective in improving the performance of the agent,
while the budget does not have a significant effect on the agent's
efficiency.



I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Artificial intelligence is a field of research that has impacted every facet of

digital life, and the concept of reinforcement learning (RL) has been crucial

to the discipline. RL, a model of learning used to train AI agents, is often

mentioned alongside supervised and unsupervised learning, all of which are

subcategories housed under the roof of machine learning [Taylor et al.

2021]. While supervised learning agents have a trainer specifying which

actions are correct, and unsupervised agents learn by looking for patterns in

a given set of data, RL is independent of both. RL is conceptually intuitive

because it mimics the human learning process; an agent performs an action

in an environment, and in turn, the environment returns a reward signal and

a new state to the agent. The goal of the agent is to maximize the

cumulative value of the numerical rewards it receives [Sutton and Barto

2018]. 
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Amiri, R., 2018. A Machine Learning Approach for Power Allocation in HetNets Considering QoS.
 



W H A T  I S  A N  M D P ?

An MDP is a 5 tuple [Jagtap 2020] (S, A, p, r, γ), where:
S - states in the environment
A - actions the agent can perform
p - probability of reaching a given state after having taken an action
r - a reward function that returns the reward of reaching a given state 
γ - a discount factor that determines how heavily future reward is weighted
[Taylor et al. 2021].
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To understand RL in a mathematical way, we can use a Markov Decision Process (MDP).

W h a t  i s  T A M E R ?

TAMER - an acronym for Training an Agent Manually via Evaluative
Reinforcement - is a supervised learning algorithm that integrates human
feedback into the RL model. TAMER uses a modified MDP, where human
feedback replaces the environmental reward as the value of r [Muslimani
2021]. In traditional RL, the agent performs an action upon the environment,
which returns a numerical reward signal and a new state for the agent to
learn from. TAMER builds upon this basic concept. A human trainer provides
feedback to a TAMER agent, which is composed of a credit assigner, a
supervised learner, and an action selector. The role of the credit assigner is to
mitigate the slight delay between the perceived input of feedback from a
human trainer and the reception of the feedback from the agent (more
discussion below). The credit assigner distributes human feedback among
state-action pairs. For every state-action pair input, the credit assigner filters
out an adjusted output of human feedback. This human feedback goes through
a supervised learner, which uses the new feedback as input for a regression
algorithm that outputs a reward model. The action selector consults the
output feedback model to determine which action is likely to return the
greatest human feedback [Knox 2020]. TAMER allows the human to submit
both positive and negative feedback to the credit assigner, so the learning
process of the agent is not dependent on trial and error.
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In its learning phase, TAMER can receive feedback from either a human trainer or an
artificially intelligent trainer that has already been through the learning process. Our
experiment will be using an AI trainer for two reasons. First, using an artificial
teacher will allow for a more controlled experiment. Human trainers introducing
factors like feedback delay and a gradually diminishing attention span and contribute
to an increase in uncertainty, but an AI teacher circumvents these issues [Muslimani
2021]. Second, we assume that the AI agent has perfect knowledge of the
environment and - unlike a human trainer - can provide a reward at every time-step.
However, this experiment will simulate the experience of being taught by a human
trainer by increasing the uniform value. A 2017 paper by Warner et al. “observed that
human feedback is typically provided at a rate of approximately one signal every 25
time steps,” so the initial uniform value will be set at 25 to approximate authentic
human feedback.

Three variables are relevant to this problem: the credit assignment value, the uniform
value, and the budget. The credit assignment value is the number of time steps
across which the reward is spread. The uniform value is the interval at which the
human reward is provided.

To illustrate the concept more clearly, we can imagine a scenario with eight state-
action pairs. If the uniform value is four, every fourth state-action pair will receive a
reward. If the credit assignment value is two, the reward will be spread across the
two state-action pairs leading up to the state-action pair specified by the uniform
value. In this case, the third and fourth SA pair will receive a reward, as will the
seventh and eighth, given in the diagram by my supervisor Calarina Muslimani below:

 (S1,A1) → (S2,A2) → (S3,A3) → (S4,A4) → (S5,A5) → (S6,A6) → (S7,A7) → (S8,A8)

Finally, the budget is the total number of times the teacher can provide the agent
with feedback before the episode is over [Muslimani 2021]. An episode is the
sequence of events that occurs before the agent reaches a terminal state, and every
event in an episode is separated by a time-step [Dernoncourt 2016].

Knox, B., 2020. Brad Knox at ICSR-13: Teaching a robot via human feedback (for class 9).
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M e t h o d s

A communication gap becomes apparent when human trainers try to
assign credit to agents trained using RL techniques. The trainer, observing
the behaviour of the agent, knows which event it wants to reward, but
because of delays in response time, they cannot know the time that the
agent receives this feedback with accuracy. Conversely, the agent is aware
of when exactly it receives feedback, but it does not know which event the
trainer intended to reward. This is called the credit assignment problem,
and it raises the question - how do we bridge the chasm between an agent
and its trainer?

My experiment takes place in the Mountain Car environment
provided by OpenAI Gym, a tool for evaluating machine learning
algorithms (pictured below). The goal of the experiment is to see
which changes to the uniform value, credit assignment value, and
budget are most effective in improving the performance of the
agent. The progress of the agent is monitored via a graph updated
with every new trial. The x-axis maps the number of episodes the
agent experiences, while the y-axis gives the number of time-steps
it took to complete each episode. A lower value on the y-axis means
the agent learned in less time, which shows an improvement in the
agent's behaviour.

I began by changing the credit assignment value while keeping a
constant uniform value and budget, to see which credit assignment
value yielded the best results. I went on to change the uniform value
while keeping the credit assignment value and budget constant, and
then to manipulate the budget while controlling the credit
assignment and uniform values. I ran approximately twenty trials for
each experiment, but will only feature those that were relevant to
my research. 
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The following experiments were run with a constant uniform value (25) and budget (100), while the credit
assignment (CA) value changes. The lower credit assignment value is blue, while the higher value is red

For the credit assignment value to improve
the performance of the agent, it must be
lowered to at least 13; at the default
uniform value and budget, credit assignment
values higher than 13 do not affect the
performance of the agent. 

This does not mean that lower credit
assignment values necessarily lead to better
performance in the agent; when the CA value
is lowered to 12 - incrementally lower than
the minimum value required to see any
improvement - the performance of the agent
is slightly worse. 

The difference between the agent's
performance at the lowest and highest
possible CA values is notable; its score
improves by 30 in the final episode. 

The CA values for this trial were randomly
chosen; they show that a CA of 10 improves
the performance of the agent slightly, while a
CA of 5 improves the performance of the agent
after the first trial but does not have any
effect after that. 

The trials I ran generally trended towards lower
CA values returning better scores, so I
compared the two lowest possible values.
Although the earlier episodes show fluctuations
in the effectiveness of either CA value, the last
two episodes suggest that the lower CA value
of 1  ultimately returns lower scores. 

It would appear that the threshold for large
differences in the behaviour of the agent when the
CA value changes is 5. Although there is some
fluctuation in score when the CA values 1 and 6 are
compared, the difference between the graph where
CA=1 and graphs where CA<5 is negligible. It is
once the CA value is greater than 5 that we see the
most significant differences. 

Best credit assignment value: 1
Score: 114.45
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The following experiments were run with a constant credit assignment value (1) and budget (100),
while the uniform value changes. The lower uniform value is blue, while the higher value is red. 

It seems that smaller changes in uniform
value return more drastic changes in the
agent's score than comparable changes in
credit assignment value 

As with CA values, lower uniform values do not
necessarily correspond to better scores; the slight
change in uniform value from 23 to 25 shows that
in this case the agent performs worse with the
lower uniform value. 

These results would appear to show that, unlike
with credit assignment values, a lower uniform
value corresponds to a worse score. Other trials
solidify the correlation between lower uniform
values and worse scores

When the uniform value is higher than 20, the
performance of the agent decreases. At this
constant credit assignment value and budget, it
would appear that the optimal range for uniform
value is between 15 and 20. 

Uniform value = 18
The uniform value of 18 shows a better
final score than one of 20, but the agent's
performance does not change
significantly after the first episode.  On
the other hand, uniform values lower than
18 show  a decrease in the agent's
performance. This implies that at our
default credit assignment value and
budget the optimal uniform value is 18. 

Best uniform value : 18
Score: 135.5

blue: uniform value = 20
red: uniform value = 25

blue: uniform value = 23
red: uniform value = 25

blue: uniform value = 15
red: uniform value = 20

blue: uniform value = 20
red: uniform value = 22
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The following experiments were run with a constant credit assignment value (1) and uniform
value (18), while the budget changes. The lower budget is blue, while the higher budget is red. 

 

The initial trial would seem to suggest
that a lower budget seems to
correspond to worse performance in
the agent. 

These results reinforce the notion that a
lower budget corresponds to poorer
performance in the agent, probably
because the agent does not enough
guidance from the trainer agent.  

At these budget values, there seems to
be more fluctuation in the agent's
behaviour. Ultimately the higher budget
gives a slightly better performance. 

The budget value does not have a
significant effect on the overall performance
of the agent. The graph above shows a ten-
fold difference between budgets, and the
improvement to the agent's performance is
negligible. 

The credit assignment has an optimal value at 1, but between 1 and 5 the fluctuations in the
agent's score are insignificant. This shows that the agent performs better when reward is spread
among the most recent state-action pairs. 

The optimal uniform value is 18, but the range of fluctuation in the agent's score when the uniform
value is between 16 and 21 is not significant. This is fairly close to the approximate uniform value
at which a human trainer would have been able to provide feedback, which shows that above-
average human trainers are capable of training an agent to perform well. 

The budget does not have a notable impact on the agent's score. As long as it is above 90, the
agent's performance will not be significantly affected by the budget no matter how great the
budget is. This implies that the agent does not need a significant amount of training to function at
an optimal level. 

T a k e a w a y s

blue: budget=90
red: budget=100

blue: budget=50
red: budget=100

blue: budget=100
red: budget=150

blue: budget=100
red: budget=1000



C O N C L U S I O N

With more time, I would have widened the scope of my project. I would
like to have seen how the uniform value and credit assignment value
interact by simultaneously changing the values. If the credit assignment
value that yielded the lowest score was objectively the best possible
value, any subsequent changes to the uniform value and budget should
have given values lower than 114.45. This was not the case, showing that
the uniform and credit assignment values work in tandem in ways that I
did not explore over the course of this project. 

The learning processes of the machines that integrate themselves into
our public psyche is a fascinating subject, and to take an active role in
the winding path technology charts, we must begin with an
understanding of the unseen forces that shape our lives. This project is
the first step towards a holistic understanding of how artificial
intelligence agents work - and thus, a first step towards acting as a
participant rather than an observer in an increasingly data-driven world. 
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